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DECISION AND ORDER

On August 28, 1995 the Protective Services Coalition, IUPA/IAFF, AFL-CIO (the
Union) filed a complaint with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board)
alleging that the State of Connecticut, Department of Administrative Services (the State) had
engaged in practices prohibited by $5-272(a) of an Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for
State Employees (the Act or SERA). Specifically, the Union alleged that the State had failed to
abide by the terms of a July 1, 1993 grievance arbitration settlement agreement when it failed to
re-employ employee Thomas Nardello and that the State’s actions constitute a failure to bargain
in good faith, repudiation of the settlement agreement and failure to honor the provisions of the
contractual grievance procedure.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the matter came before the Labor
Board for a hearing on October 18 and November 22, 1996 at which time both parties appeared,
were represented and allowed to present evidence, examine and cross examine witnesses and
make argument. Both parties filed post hearing briefs the last of which was received by the
Labor Board on February 10, 1997. Based on the entire record before us, we make the following
findings of fact and conclusions of law and we issue the following order.



FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The State is an employer pursuant to the Act.

2 . The Union is an employee organization pursuant to the Act.

3 . In 199 1, the Union filed a grievance challenging the July 1,199 1 layoff of the
employees in the job title of Enforcement Officer in the Department of Public Safety.

4 . On February 19, 1993 Arbitrator J. Larry Foy issued his award regarding the above
referenced grievance finding that the State had violated the contract by laying off Welfare
Enforcement Officers and transferring their work to other non-bargaining unit personnel. The
award contained a complicated method for determining the number of Welfare Enforcement
Officers to be reinstated and the amount of back pay due. (Ex. 6).

5 . As a result of the above referenced arbitration award and its complicated formula for
determining the State’s liability and at the urging of the arbitrator, the parties reached an
agreement on June 24, 1993 to resolve the pending dispute and to avoid using the liability
formula as set forth in the award. The settlement agreement contained the following relevant
provisions:

This Memorandum of Understanding entered into this 24th day of June, 1993
represents full, complete and final resolution of the issues associated and/or
addressed in the Award and Remedy provided by Arbitrator J. Larry Foy in the
grievance matter identified as OLR No. 09-2437. The provisions herein provided
have been reached by mutual agreement between Protective Services Employees
Coalition (on behalf of the grievants) and the Office  of Labor Relations (on behalf
of the State of Connecticut). By virtue of this Agreement all parties accept the
provisions herein and waive any rights, present or future, of appeal in any forum,
of the measures incorporated. The execution of this Agreement will in fact serve
as acceptance by each and every recipient of the finality of the issue(s) involved.

The stipulated provisions of resolution follow:

1. The following individuals who are currently on layoff status shall be reinstated
to vacant positions as Agency Police Officer (APO).

***

a. Dinino, Concezio
b. Dunn, Stephen
c. McKiernan,  Dennis

6 . Welfare Fraud Enforcement Officers who were effected by layoff July 1,
199 1 shall be considered for employment opportunities in the job classifications
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of Conservation Officer and Environmental Protection Law Enforcement Officer.
Such considerations shall be based upon individual experience and qualifications.
In the event the individual is deemed qualified for said position the Agency
involved will be encouraged by the Office of Labor Relations to give priority
consideration to the individual for possible employment.
***

11. Four of the individuals initially with the Welfare Fraud Unit have
experienced disability and/or retirement during the time frame herein involved.
Those individuals are:

Heston, Joseph
Hoffman, Michael
Nardello, Thomas
Pfannenbecker, John

As a result of these four being properly handled under workers compensation,
disability and/or retirement, they shall be excluded from the backpay
considerations if they made a direct transition from Workers Compensation to
either retirement status.

Mr. Thomas Nardello has currently an application for disability pension benefits
pending. In the event MR.[sic] Nardello does not obtain the applied for benefit,
he shall be afforded reemployment rights equal to those other officers described in
Paragraph 1 Supa [sic]. If he retires pursuant to this Paragraph 11, his rights to
participate in the backpay  pool shall be the same as any other employee whose
share is granted per the subparagraph below.
***

12. With the employment/placement of personnel per items 1,2, &3  and the back
pay compensation per items 9 and 10 the Union (PSEC) concedes to the Division
of Public Safety a release of Welfare Fraud unit work to be assigned as
determined by the Agency and a stop loss on any and all back pay claims.

*** (Ex. 7).

6 . The State Retirement Commission is a body established by statute which is comprised of
an equal number of management and union officials with a neutral chair. The Retirement
Commission reviews all claims for retirements within the State employee retirement system.
With regard to applications for disability retirement, there exists a subcommittee of the
Retirement Commission known as the Medical Examining Board which holds hearings on
applications for disability retirement, makes determinations regarding claims of disability and
reports its findings to the Commission. If the Medical Examining Board denies an application
for disability retirement, the applicant may request reconsideration of that decision.
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7 . On March 1, 1993, employee Thomas Nardello, the individual referenced in the
settlement agreement, had applied for a disability retirement. (Ex. 1).

8 . On March 7, 1994 the Medical Examining Board issued a decision denying Nardello’s
application for a disability retirement, stating in relevant part:

. ..The Medical Examining Board, after listening to the testimony and reviewing
all the documentation admitted into evidence, adopted the following resolution:

RESOLVED
To deny the application for service-connected disability retirement of Thomas J.
Nardello....

. ..the Board must rely on the account of the applicant and his physicians as to his
present limitations. The Board notes the report of Howard Abbott, M.D., who
after an evaluation on December 19, 199 1 concluded that he would be able to
return to regular work after 4-6 weeks more of physical therapy. The Board also
notes the report of neurosurgeon, Jacob Mushaweh, M.D., on April 1,1992. At
that time--some nine months after the original injury--Dr. Muskawek [sic] states,

This gentleman at this point in time at least minimally symptomatic and
compensating rather well from the herniated right L5-S  1 disc. To that effect, I do
not feel that he is a surgical candidate unless his symptoms were to worsen.

In a functional capacity assessment performed in June 1992--nearly one full year
after the injury--it was noted that the applicant in comparison to an earlier
assessment in April 1992 was able to increase the amount of weight lifted from
desk to chair level, and from chair to floor level and to above shoulder level with
a “noticeable decrease in pain reports and pain behavior”. Increases were also
noted in the push/pull area of the assessment with report of “some tightness.”
Further, “In the non-weighted areas of the assessment, while Tom reported some
tightness or discomfort in the hamstring areas, all pain reports of pain behaviors
centered on the low back were basically non existent.”

While the Board recognizes that the applicant may have intermittent stiffness and
perhaps some pain in his low back sufficient to account for occasional use of sick
time, it would appear from his account of his current activities as well as the
P.E.A.C. Assessment, that for the majority of the time the applicant is physically
capable of performing the duties of his classification. Therefore, the application is
denied. ( E x .  8 ) .

9 . By document dated March 24, 1994 Nardello’s attorney filed a petition for
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reconsideration with the State Retirement Commission claiming that the Medical Examining
Board had made an “error of fact” in finding that Nardello was not disabled and stating that
Nardello was disabled from performing the job of police officer or enforcement officer. (Ex. 3 1).
In the meantime, Union President Kathleen Flanagan Beal contacted Robert Curtis, Labor
Relations Specialist with the Office of Labor Relations to discuss Nardello’s situation. Beal
expressed concern that the Medical Examining Board had denied Nardello’s application but that,
according to Nardello’s doctor, he was disabled from the duties as a police officer. Curtis
requested that Beal send to him copies of Nardello’s physicians reports so that he could make a
response to Beal’s  concerns . Beal then sent to Curtis reports of Dr. Mushaweh, which reports
had also been presented to the Medical Examining Board concerning Nardello’s application. The
reports stated in relevant part:

April 1, 1992 - . ..This gentleman at this point in time at least minimally
symptomatic and compensating rather well from the herniated right L5-S  1 disc.
To that effect, I do not feel that he is a surgical candidate unless his symptoms
were to worsen. On the other hand, I simply do not think that he is capable of
returning to work and I would recommend conditioning program to be followed
by gradual work hardening program. Those were described to him and he
consented to that approach. He will return to see me in two months after the
completion of his treatment. He should be considered totally disabled until then.

May 15,1992 - . ..After discussing all treatment options with this patient he
elected to try another course of physical therapy lasting about four weeks
following which he will return to see me. At that point the final disposition as far
as his work status will be made.

June 6,1992  - . ..Mr Nardello has completed his functional capacity assessment.
In my opinion he is employable. He may return to job search. However, I do not
feel that he is physically fit to return to the police work since he is harboring a
moderately large herniated lumbar disc. (Ex. 10).

10. On March 28, 1994 Curtis wrote the following letter to Beal:

I have reviewed the documents which you forwarded to me concerning Mr.
Nardello’s denial for disability retirement. The two consultation reports do tend
to affirm your concerns relative to police work not being an alternative for Mr.
Nardello.

As I understand the process, the Medical Examining Board makes the decision to
grant or deny. These consultation reports are but documentations included in the
evidence considered. It is the Board which decided to deny application.

At this point Mr. Nardello is to return to his job. That position was as an
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Enforcement Officer. You have advised me that his seniority is less than the
incumbents in that classification. It therefore seems appropriate to place Mr.
Nardello on layoff status per provisions-of the collective bargaining agreement.

(Ex. 11).

11. On April 4, 1994 Beal and Curtis had another conversation regarding Nardello. After
that conversation, Curtis told Beal that he would send her clarification of the State’s position
regarding Nardello and he sent the following letter to Beal:

Confirming our telephone conversation of April 4, 1994, the following is
provided:

1. Mr. T. Nardello has been denied application for disability retirement (this is
according to documentation provided by PSEC to OLR).

2 . Mr. T. Nardello had been employed as an Enforcement Officer prior to his
disability retirement application. Having been denied this retirement status it is
the prior position (Enforcement Officer) to which he would return (active service).

3. The current employees holding classification and position(s) as Enforcement
Officer are senior to Mr. T. Nardello. Therefore, Mr. T. Nardello may not
displace these individuals.

4 . The Stipulated Agreement resolving the remedy question to the arbitration
(OLR No. 09-2437) provided reinstatement to those on layoff (at the time of such
Agreement) to Agency Police Officer positions. Mr. T. Nardello under conditions
of the agreement would be eligible for such reinstatement.

5. Documentation provided by the Union to OLR indicates (medical reports) that
Mr. Nardello is not fit for police work. On the basis of this documentation the
State shall not provide Police Officer (classification) position(s) to Mr. T.
Nardello.

6. As stated in the letter to PSEC, dated March 28, 1994, the appropriate status
for Mr. T. Nardello (at this time) is layoff status. Mr. Nardello is currently
properly placed on re-employment for Enforcement Officer, Tax Enforcement
Agent, and Special Investigator.

(Ex. 12).

12. On April 25, 1994 Nardello wrote to Carol Russell, Personnel Administrative Section
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Chief in the State Department of Administrative Services which letter stated as follows;

On March 7, 1994, my application for a service connected disability retirement
was denied by the State of Connecticut Medical Examining Board on their finding
that “The applicant is physically capable of performing the duties of his
classification”.
As this decision is contrary to the opinion of my neurosurgeon, Jacob N.
Muskawek M.D. I am appealing said decision.
Until this appeal is heard however, I am left with no other alternative but to
attempt to return to active employment under the terms of the Stipulated
Agreement between the Protective Services Employees Coalition and the
Connecticut Department of Administrative Services dated July 1, 1993.
Paragraph 11 of this agreement states in part that “In the event that Mr. Nardello
does not obtain the applied for benefit he shall be afforded the reemployment
rights equal to those other officers described in Paragraph 1 Supra”. Paragraph 1
of this agreement addresses Agency Police Officer (APO) as the positions for
reinstatement.
Therefore, I request notification of all Agency Police Officer vacancies and wish
to be declared eligible for reinstatement to said vacancies. (Ex. 13).

13. On May 13, 1994 State Personnel Analyst Ellen Mantel wrote the following letter to
Nardello:

I am in receipt of your letter dated April 25, 1994.

I would like to confirm that your name is active on the re-employment lists for
Enforcement Officer, Tax Enforcement Agent and Special Investigator.

In regards to your request to be placed on the list for Police Officer, I must refer to
a letter which was sent to Ms. Kathleen Beal  from Mr. Robert Curtis of the Office
of Labor Relations. In his letter, Mr Curtis indicated that the State would not
provide Police Officer position(s) to you as documentation had been provided
which indicated that you were not ‘fit for police work’. Based on this letter, I am
not able to activate your name on this list at this time.

Please feel free to contact me if you need any additional information.
(Ex. 14).

14. Between May and November, 1994 Nardello pursued reconsideration of the denial of his
application for a disability retirement. During that time, he was not called for any openings in
the positions for which he was qualified according to Curtis’s letter. By letter dated September
9, 1994 Nardello’s attorney again wrote to the Retirement Commission stating the position that
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Nardello was disabled from the job of Police Officer. In his letter, the attorney relied, in part, on
Curtis’s letters to Beal as referenced above in Findings of Fact # 10 & #l 1.

15. By decision dated November 181994  the Medical Examining Board affirmed  its
denial of Nardello’s application. In its decision, the Medical Examining Board referred to
Nardello’s April 25, 1995 letter to the Department of Administrative Services (quoted above in
Finding of Fact #12)  saying in relevant part:

Mr. Nardello would appear to be disingenuous. If one is disabled from
performing specific duties then one is disabled regardless of the particular
circumstances surrounding one’s personal life, financial position or other
extraneous matters. If Mr. Nardello wishes to be declared eligible for any such
vacancy that speaks volumes to the Board of Mr. Nardello’s willingness and
ability to perform these particular duties. One cannot have it both ways. The
Board upholds its previous decision to deny the application for service-connected
disability retirement. (Ex. 15).

16. Following the denial of his appeal with the Medical Examining Board, Nardello and his
attorney investigated whether it was possible to pursue his claim in court. Eventually, Nardello’s
attorney told him that he could not pursue his claims in court.

17. On July 21, 1995 Beal wrote the following letter to Peter Allen, Operations Manager at
the Office of Labor Relations:

This is our final demand for re-employment of Thomas Nardello, pursuant to
Provision No. 1 of the attached agreement. (See also speczjk  paragraph re:
Thomas Nardello).

If you do not indicate that he has been placed within 15 days of receipt, we shall
be forced to file a Prohibited Practice. Please be aware that we have a claim for
back pay as well. (Ex. 16).

18. On July 3 1, 1995 Curtis wrote the following letter to Beal:

I am in receipt of your letter dated July 2 1,  1995 in which you have made final
demand for the re-employment of Thomas Nardello.

I have reviewed the Memorandum of Understanding concerning the grievance
matter of OLR No. 09-2437. I have also reviewed the correspondence with you
dated March 28, 1994 and April 5, 1994. My review leads me to the conclusion
that Mr. Nardello was properly handled and the conditions agreed upon in the
Memorandum were complied with as has been previously communicated to you.
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There is therefore no current obligation to re-employ Mr. Nardello and he shall
not receive such opportunity under your threat of action.

(Ex. 17).

19. Curtis’s opinion of Nardello’s qualification for the position of police officer as evidenced
by his March 28, 1994 and April 5,1994  letters to Beal was based solely on his review of Dr.
Mushaweh’s 1992 medical evaluations of Nardello. Curtis did not base his decision on any
correspondence from Nardello’s attorney nor on any medical reports after 1992.

20. In a typical situation, an employee who has been denied a disability retirement pension is
returned to their former position pursuant to an agreement colloquially known as “Issue 24”. I f
an employee continues to claim a disability preventing him from performing his former job, he
may appeal to the “grievance committee” pursuant to the parties’ pension agreement where the
individual is usually told by the management representative on the committee to either get a
medical clearance from his doctor to return to work (“go to Lourdes and get cured”) or be
separated from State employment pursuant to $ 5-344 of the Connecticut General Statutes.

21. At all relevant times, Linda Yelmini, Assistant Manager of the Office of Labor Relations
has served as a management representative on the Retirement Commission and as the Chief State
Spokesperson in retirement negotiations. Yelmini was also involved in the negotiation and
drafting of the June 24,1993  settlement agreement at issue in this case and was aware of
Nardello’s pending application for a disability retirement at the time the parties entered into the
settlement agreement.

CONCLUSION OF LAW

1. The State bargained in bad faith and committed a prohibited practice when it failed to
abide by the June 24, 1993 arbitration settlement agreement by failing to re-employ Thomas
Nardello as a Police Officer after the denial by the Medical Examining Board of Nardello’s
disability retirement application. .

DISCUSSION

In this case, the Union alleges that the State violated the Act by its failure to re-employ
Thomas Nardello as a police officer after his disability retirement was denied. The Union relies
on the language of the June 24, 1993 settlement of a grievance arbitration to support its position
that the State bargained in bad faith, repudiated the agreement and failed to comply with the
contractual grievance procedure when it refused to re-employ Nardello after the Medical
Examining Board of the State Retirement Commission denied Nardello’s application for a
disability retirement.

The State defends its actions on the grounds that Nardello and the Union took the position
that Nardello was unable to perform the work of a Police Officer, which position was supported
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by the statements of Nardello’s physician, and that therefore, the State had no obligation to re-
employ Nardello as a police officer.

It is well settled that the failure to abide by a grievance arbitration settlement is a
prohibited practice. When a party charges that there has been a refusal to comply with a
grievance settlement or arbitration award, we will interpret the settlement or award to ascertain
what it requires and then determine if the respondent has complied. In such cases, we will not
find a valid defense in the fact that a party’s action or inaction, while departing from our
interpretation of the settlement’s requirements, resulted from either a good faith or a plausible
interpretation of the award. Town of Newington, Dec. No. 2957 (1991); Weston Board of
Education, Dec. No. 2678 (1988); Hartford Board of Education, Dec. No. 2683 (1988).

In this case, we find the settlement agreement to be quite clear in its requirements. In this
regard, the agreement provides simply that, if Nardello was unsuccessful in his application for a
disability retirement, he would be re-employed as an Agency Police Officer. There are no
conditions on his re-employment expressed in the agreement. Thus, on the face of the
agreement, we can find no restrictions placed on Nardello’s re-employment.

The State’s sole argument in this case is that Nardello’s ability to perform the work of an
Agency Police Officer is inherent in the settlement agreement and that it had the right to
determine that he was not qualified to perform the job. The State claims that its determination
was legitimate because the Union President gave Curtis reports from Nardello’s doctor saying
that he was disabled and that Nardello continued to claim his disability throughout the events
described in this case. Therefore, according to the State, it had the right to refuse Nardello re-
employment even though the Medical Examining Board determined that he was not disabled.
The State’s argument fails for several reasons.

First, the State’s theory reads into the settlement agreement terms that are not contained
therein. In this regard, the State’s argument rests on its assertion that it had the independent right
to determine that Nardello was unfit for the work of a police officer even after the Medical
Examining Board denied his disability. This is a condition that is not contained in the settlement
agreement. The agreement simply provides that Nardello would be reinstated to the position of a
police officer if his disability retirement was denied. The Office of Labor Relations was fully
aware of Nardello’s pending application for a disability retirement at the time of the settlement
agreement and, in fact, Linda Yelmini serves on the Retirement Commission and helped create
the instant settlement agreement. Yelmini testified that she has, in the past, required certain
employees to obtain additional medical reports in order to return to jobs that they have claimed
to be disabled from. If the State wanted to require Nardello to produce such reports as a
condition precedent to re-employment as a police officer, Yelmini should have bargained for that
condition when the State was drafting the settlement agreement. It did not do so and cannot now
“infer” conditions absent from the agreement.

Further, the State’s argument places Nardello in exactly the untenable position that the
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settlement agreement was supposed to resolve. That is, Nardello is unable to obtain a disability
retirement because the Retirement Commission finds him to be able to perform his job and yet,
the State won’t re-employ him because it is unconvinced that he is able to perform the job of a
police officer.’ The State in refusing him reinstatement, relies on the very evidence that was
rejected by its own Medical Examining Board. Thus, Nardello was forced to request re-
employment because he was denied a retirement but cannot gain re-employment because the
State claims he is disabled. Clearly, the settlement agreement was supposed to resolve this issue
by making Nardello’s re-employment as an Agency Police Officer contingent Q&  upon
Nardello’s application being rejected by the Medical Examining Board.

Neither can the State rely on the fact that Union President Beal communicated with
Curtis about this situation and sent to Curtis medical reports in which Nardello’s physician said
he was disabled. The record in this case reveals only that Beal contacted Curtis to discuss the
Nardello situation and in doing so, forwarded reports by Dr. Mushaweh indicating that, as of
June 1992, Mushaweh was of the opinion that Nardello was disabled. Even if Beal expressed her
concern that Nardello might still be disabled, there is simply no evidence in the record that Beal
entered into an agreement with OLR that Nardello could not be re-employed as a Police Officer.
Curtis’s correspondence back to Beal on March 28,1994  confirms that Beal had contacted Curtis
to express her “concerns” about Nardello’s condition and to discuss the situation. Thereafter,
Beal again contacted Curtis to discuss Nardello and Curtis told her that he would “provide [her]
clarification of the State’s nosition relative to Mr. Nardello’s status”. (Tr. p. 109)(emphasis
added). Curtis then sent Beal correspondence dated April 5, 1994 in which he established the
State’s position, based solely on the 1992 Mushaweh reports, that Nardello was unemployable as
an Agency Police Officer. Thus, the record establishes that Curtis based his opinion on the same
medical reports rejected by the Medical Examining Board. The fact that Beal had forwarded
those reports to Curtis at the time she expressed her concerns about Nardello’s condition does not
change the fact that Curtis’s opinion was based on the reports, not on any “agreement” with the
Union that Nardello could not be re-employed.

The State also claims that, throughout 1994, Nardello continued to take the position that
he was disabled and therefore, the State correctly refused to re-employ him as a police officer.
This argument also fails for several reasons. First, Curtis’ decision not to offer Nardello re-
employment as a police officer was based solely on Mushaweh’s 1992 medical reports. Curtis
did not rely on any “position” taken by Nardello or his attorney when he established the State’s
position, on March 28, 1994, that Nardello would be placed on layoff status. Further, as we
discussed above, after April 1994 it was the State’s action that forced Nardello into the untenable
position of having to continue his claims of disability while trying to become re-employed. In
this regard, Nardello requested to be reinstated to a Police Officer position by letter of April 25,

‘The State does not argue that the job of a Police Officer is different from that of an Enforcement
Officer, the job performed by Nardello before the layoff. instead, the State merely points to statements
in the reports of Dr. Mushaweh which say that Nardello cannot do the work of a “police officer”.
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1994. At that time, the Department of Administrative Services denied him a position as an
Agency Police Officer based solely on Curtis’s March 28 and April 5 letters to Beal in which
Curtis determined that Nardello was disabled, which opinion was based on the very same
evidence rejected by the Medical Examining Board. Nardello then found himself in a “catch 22”
wherein he had to make contradictory claims in order to resolve the situation one way or another.
To make matters even worse, upon reconsideration of its initial determination, the Medical
Examining Board relied on Nardello’s letter of April 25, 1994 requesting to be reinstated to a
police officer’s position, to find that Nardello was certainly not disabled from his duties, going so
far as to call Nardello “disingenuous”. At the hearing before this Board, Nardello indicated his
willingness to try to perform the job because he had been denied his retirement and was
considered fit for the position. We find that Nardello was caught in a “no win” situation and we
do not hold against him his continuing assertions of disability in his request for reconsideration
of the Medical Examining Board’s decision and thereafter. He was forced to fight on “both
fronts” in an effort to resolve this situation and the State cannot use that to ignore the clear terms
of the settlement agreement.

Finally, the State claims that Nardello should have gotten a “clearance” from his doctor
saying that he was not disabled from his duties. To use the vernacular of the Office of Labor
Relations, Nardello should have “gone to Lourdes” and received a clean bill of health from his
doctor in order to be reinstated. We do not find this to be a valid defense. The settlement
agreement in question does not, by its terms, contain any requirement for Nardello to provide
further information about his health in order to be re-employed. The only condition precedent to
re-employment was a denial of his application for a disability retirement. The fact that other
employees may have been required to obtain a clearance in order to return to work makes no
difference in this matter. Here, there is a specific settlement agreement by which the State must
abide. Further, as discussed above, the information relied upon by the Office of Labor Relations
to refuse Nardello reinstatement was the very same information provided to the Medical
Examining Board which found it insufficient to establish a disability. Thus, it makes no sense
for the Office of Labor Relations to now use that information as a basis for saying that Nardello
cannot be reinstated. It is important to note that the State does not contend that the job of
Agency Police Officer is substantially different than the position formerly held by Nardello.
Thus, there is simply no reason for the State to now say that he cannot do the job. Because the
settlement agreement is clear that Nardello was to be re-employed if he was denied a disability
retirement, the State has failed to abide by that agreement in refusing to do SO.~

Concerning the remedy in this matter, we will order the State to re-employ Nardello as an
Agency Police Officer in accordance with the settlement agreement and to make him whole for
any losses he incurred as a result of the State’s failure to do so since 1994. At the hearing the
parties indicated that another hearing on compliance might be necessary due to the circumstances

‘To  the extent that the Union is alleging as a separate violation that the State failed to abide by
the contractual grievance provisions, we do not find that allegation supported by the record.
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in this case. We encourage the parties to use the services of the Agent of this Board in resolving
this matter and we will order a further hearing if the parties are unable to agree on the specific
provisions of the remedy.3

O R D E R

By virtue of the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by an
Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees, it is hereby ORDERED, that the
State of Connecticut:

I. Cease and desist from failing to abide by the terms of the June 24, 1993 settlement agreement
as described in this case;

II. Take the following affirmative action which we find will effectuate the purposes of the Act:

A. Immediately re-employ Thomas Nardello as an Agency Police Officer pursuant to the
terms of the June 24, 1993 settlement agreement;

B. Make Thomas Nardello whole for any losses incurred as a result of the State’s failure
to re-employ him as an Agency Police Officer since April 1994.

C. Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days from the
date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees of the bargaining unit customarily
assemble, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety.

D. Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the Labor
Department, 38 Wolcott Hill Road, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30) days of the
receipt of this Decision and order of the steps taken by the State of Connecticut to comply
herewith.

3The  record in this case contains at least one document indicating that there existed openings in
positions other than Police Officer to which Nardello has also not been appointed since 1994. However,
we cannot clearly determine from this record whether the State also unlawfully failed to appoint Nardello
to another available position during this time.
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CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Thomas G. Gutteridne
Thomas G. Gutteridge
Acting Chairman

s/Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low
Alternate Board Member

s/Wendella  A. Battev
Wendella  A. Battey
Alternate Board Member
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CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this
June, 1997 to the following:

Attorney Barry Scheinberg
14 1 Washington Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06 106

Attorney Ellen M. Carter
Principal Labor Relations Specialist
Office of Labor Relations
One Hartford Square West
Hartford, Connecticut 06 106

Alan Mazzola, Deputy Commissioner
of the Bureau of Employee Relations

Department of Administrative Services
State Office Building, Room 403
Hartford, Connecticut 06 106

Peter W. Allen
Labor Relations Operation Manager

1 lth day of

One Hartford Square West
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

Kathe<ine  C. Foley
Acting Agent
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
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